
Stop focusing on IT infrastructure management and 
support to enable your most valuable resources to 
focus on better business outcomes. 

Relieve your existing IT teams of lower grade tasks so that they can focus on longer range 
visions. We enable you to take advantage of software defined networking to rapidly spin-
up new cloud environments and scale cloud resources including servers, storage and 
networks, bandwidth, backups and disaster recovery.

The solution
Global cloud based on VMware vCloud Director technology, with connectivity to multiple 
public cloud platforms and a range of on-premises infrastructure environments, 
including traditional and hyperconverged. Located in ISO27001 & SSAE16 data centres and 
recognised as a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Disaster Recovery as a Service, 
ensuring enterprise class resilience. 

Resourcing is flexible, allowing you to scale up and down as business drivers demand.

What we do:

 � Manage your compute and storage resources, configure your network

 � Report performance, billing, security and compliance information

 � Manage performance, availability, backup and recovery of VMs

 � Manage disaster recovery and business continuity

 � Set customised alerts to receive notifications on security events

The benefits
 � IaaS frees IT teams up from managing and supporting infrastructure

 � Opex consumption models move IT investment away from large capex refresh

 �  Global IaaS grows with your business, deployed on-demand so you can get to 
market quickly, reliably and securely

 � Secure-by-design for peace of mind

 � Resilient-by-design for always-on availability

Our service provides you a managed service at low cost, and reduced risk. If you are not fully ready to go to the public cloud then our 
service brings the added advantages of maintaining your data sovereignty within the UK, US, Netherlands, Singapore, Australia and 
delivering high performing, highly available and resilient infrastructure to your business and customers.
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Viadex IaaS is ideal for: 

1.  Organisations looking to utilise 
cloud services and free themselves 
from managing and supporting 
infrastructure.

2.  Organisations who do not have 
the resources to migrate, deploy & 
manage their environments in 
public cloud.

3.  Organisations who want a 
technology partner to help them 
align and exploit their IT strategy 
for better business outcomes.

4.  Seamless on-boarding: Work with 
our experienced team to ensure a 
timely and successful transition.
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Call +44 20 8739 1000 to find out more or make an appointment with one of our experts.
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Why Viadex
Viadex MSP specialise in supporting mid-market organisations to 
grow globally, at speed, safely.

Our IaaS capability demonstrates this perfectly. Mid-market 
organisations want to benefit from cloud-based infrastructure to 
free their IT teams up from managing & supporting hardware and 
operating system platforms so they can focus on better outcomes 
for the business. 

What if your IT team didn’t have to “keep the lights on”? What if 
your IT team spent less time supporting and managing hardware 
and more time delivering better outcomes for the business? 
What if deploying & supporting IT infrastructure was no longer 
something that took significant time and effort for your people? 

Whilst cloud based services are easy to spin up in single instances, 
a strategic approach is still required to ensure the best of the 
technology is leveraged and this need experts to wrap their arms 
around the whole service. 

Viadex deliver a complete service that is secure by design and 
run from nine global datacentre locations which ensures data 
sovereignty for compliance and governance, a service closer to 
the user for best performance and leverages the best of cloud 
commercial models.

Across the mid-market, organisations are seeing the benefits of 
moving IT investment away from capex models for on-premises 
infrastructure, to opex based consumption models and re-
investment in their people to deliver better business outcomes. 

Viadex support this transformation in our clients businesses by 
delivering fully managed, infrastructure consumption that grows 
securely and globally on-demand. 
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